NOTES:

1. WAVEGUIDE AND FLANGES ARE SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER; DEPICTION HEREIN IS FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY.

2. TAPPED HOLE FLANGE. COVER FLANGE WITH TAPPED HOLES, COVER-GROOVE FLANGE WITH TAPPED HOLES, OR CHOKE-STYLE FLANGE ARE COMMON EXAMPLES.

3. CUT NYLON SCREWS TO LENGTH. PROTRUSION OF NYLON SCREW PAST FLANGE FACE MUST BE NO GREATER THAN THICKNESS OF THE MATING FLANGE.

MOUNT MALE SECTION TO FLANGE, USING SUPPLIED HARDWARE. SEE NOTES 1, 2, 3.

ISO VIEW

DETAIL A

1.01 MIN. SIZE, WITH 0.190 COMBINED FLANGE THICKNESS

1.20 MAX. SIZE, WITH 0.375 COMBINED FLANGE THICKNESS

MIN FLG THK

MAX FLG THK
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DESCRIPTION
INITIAL RELEASE
ADDED MODEL WR34 REFERENCES.
LAYOUT UPDATE, NO CHANGES TO PARTS
ADDED MOUNTING NOTE, DIAMETER DIMENSION, FLANGE DIMENSION
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THE INFORMATION IN THIS DRAWING IS PROPRIETARY AND SHALL NOT BE USED OR DISCLOSED WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF ATM, INC.

DO NOT SCALE DWG.